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Christian Apologetics
PE 420/PE 620

Philosophical Challenges to Christianity 2:

Postmodernism, Violence, Suffering & Evil

You may think you are on the right road and still end up dead. 
(Proverbs 14:12, CEV)

“Either God wants to abolish evil, and cannot; or He can, but does 
not want to; or He cannot and does not want to. If He wants to, 

but cannot, He is impotent. If He can, and does not want to, He is 
wicked. But, if God both can and wants to abolish evil, 

then how comes evil in the world?” (Epicurus, philosopher)

“The fact of suffering undoubtedly constitutes the single 
greatest challenge to the Christian faith, and has been in every 

generation.” (John R. W. Stott, The Cross of Christ )

Lecture overview

Challenges to Our Story/Discussion

Postmodernism + Freedom

Evil & Suffering: Temporal & Eternal

FORUM 5: Respond to one of the following statements: 

Respond to one of the following statements: 
(a) “All your religious ‘truth’ claims are simply a ploy to control 
my life; why submit to Jesus when I’m free right now?”; or 

(b) “Look how bad the world is; either God doesn’t exist, 
or isn’t worth trusting”; or 

(c) “I refuse to trust a being who damns people to suffer in hell 
for eternity simply because they haven’t heard the ‘good news’ 
or won’t do what the bully demands”

*Challenges to Our Story*

READINGS DEBRIEF

PRAY for a friend | UNPACK readings

-question—something you don’t get, 
or want to clarify

-challenge—something you disagree 
with, or want to nuance

-implication—“so what” for your 
apologetic approach

-application—something useful right 
now in your context

Discuss Forum question

Introducing postmodernism

From your pre-reading for this Module, what is 
postmodernism, and why is it so difficult to define?

“The heart of postmodernity is doubt regarding any 
claims to having ‘The Truth’” (Stackhouse 2002, 22). 

Why are postmoderns so 
“incredulous toward all metanarratives”?

“The act of knowing is always an act of violence” 
(Michael Foucault). Postmodernists believe that truth 
claims merely mask a will to power. Agree or disagree?
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A potted history: pursuing truth & freedom

INTERPRETATION

(words)

REALITY

(world)

TRUTH?

AUTHORITY/REVELATION
#1 premodern

AUTONOMY/REASON

#2 modern

EXPERIENCE/DECONSTRUCTION

#3 postmodern

Deconstructing this Gospel

BARRIERS:

Epistemologically … how could you know?

Historically … why should I trust their biased reconstruction?

Psychologically … right or wrong by whose standards …   
isn’t guilt just a subjective emotion?

Politically … what will your exclusivism and intolerance cost?

Anthropologically … how can you say Jesus is the only way?

Pragmatically … what relevance has this for here and now?

Feminists … Only a man can save? And via cosmic child-abuse?

Postmodernists … Isn’t this truth claim a mask for power?

postmodernism

• tradition  reason  experience

• truth, suspicion, and freedom

• tolerance as belief equality—reasonable 
if truth does not exist or cannot be known

• relativism & diversity guard against 
oppressive metanarratives     

 postmodernity

• “how could you know? … no right answers”

• choice + taboo  confused pragmatist …

Postmodernism in practice

Postmodernism in practice

 metaphysics, midi-narratives & distraction

Postmodernism in practice
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Introducing postmodernism

What advantages and drawbacks does 
postmodernism present the Christian apologist?

In broad brush strokes, how might you modify your 
apologetic to better reach today’s postmodern sceptic, 
a person sceptical of your truth claims and suspicious 

of your argument as an act of rhetorical violence?

How might you answer the two key questions, 
if sharing with a postmodernist: Who can I trust (Truth), 

and What leads to life (Freedom)? 
Why should they trust that Jesus really is 

“the way, the truth, and the life” (Jn 14:6)?

Freedom—a response

“Why should I believe in a God who 
condemns almost everything I do? 

All those rules put you in a strait-jacket 
and restrict your freedom.”

Why is this question so important today?

With a postmodernist in mind, 
how would you address this question of, 

and objection to, Christianity?

Suze Arulogun (2016), 
“Does God restrict your freedom?” here

What’s different from your response? 
What works, and is anything missing or wrong?

EVIL AND SUFFERING, TEMPORAL AND ETERNAL

The problem of 

suffering is perhaps 
the most cited 

obstacle to belief in 
Christian theism.  It 

is a particularly 
difficult problem as 

it has so many 
dimensions—

logical, evidential, 
existential, 

theological, and so 
forth. Ultimately it 
is less a “problem” 
& more “personal” 

in nature 

The logical argument: valid & sound?

(1) If God exists, then God is omnipotent, 
omniscient, and morally perfect.

(2) If God is omnipotent, then God has 
the power to eliminate all evil.

(3) If God is omniscient, then God knows when evil exists.

(4) If God is morally perfect, then God 
has the desire to eliminate all evil.

(5) Evil exists.

(6) If evil exists and God exists, then either God doesn’t have 
the power to eliminate all evil, or doesn’t know when evil 

exists, or doesn’t have the desire to eliminate all evil.

(7) Therefore, God doesn’t exist.

 With reference to “the big story”, how might you 
reframe this argument?

Your response to suffering?

“If God is good and powerful, why is the world 
so bad?” I won’t believe in a God who allows 

suffering. Maybe God exists. Maybe not. 
But if he does, he can’t be trusted.”

In pairs, take one minute each to try and 
answer the preceding question/objection

https://youtu.be/kfGWYTae3TE
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Recap: meta-apologetic model
a. What hopes and fears are common to my 

neighbour, with whom I will dialogue?

b. What terms and concepts must be clarified for a 
productive dialogue to ensue?

c. What genuine admissions should I make 
to begin the dialogue?

d. How could I defend the plausibility of Christianity 
in light of the key objections?

e. How could I commend the credibility, relevance & 
attractiveness of Christianity to the Other?

f. What other actions —corollary apologetics—
add tangibility, strengthening the dialogue?

Stephen Fry’s theodicy (here)

Assertions  Arguments  Test House Integrity

meta-apologetic response
 What most impacted you in Fry’s answer. 

Jot a response, using the meta-apologetic method.

a. What hopes and fears are common to my neighbour, 
with whom I will dialogue?

b. What terms and concepts must be clarified 
for a productive dialogue to ensue?

c. What genuine admissions should I make 
to begin the dialogue?

d. How could I defend the plausibility of Christianity 
in light of the key objections?

e. How could I commend the credibility, relevance 
& attractiveness of Christianity to the Other?

f. What other actions —corollary apologetics—
add tangibility, strengthening the dialogue?

Your “big story” Response?

Dave’s response (here)

 How is Dave’s response like/unlike yours? 
What works/doesn’t work? What would you change?

A response to suffering

(1) Not the way it’s supposed to be—why?

(2) Suffering is wrong  ultimate standard … 
thus suffering is evidence for God

(3) Poor Choice + Natural Law > suffering … 
freedom and love

(4) Missing the mark and personal responsibility

(5) Amidst uncertainty, “Can God be trusted?” 
“God-in-Jesus-and-suffering”

Also … (1) Apparently pointless vs. 

suffering and pain can serve important functions

(2) Greatest good from greatest evil as model

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-suvkwNYSQo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i77YhxtZuRs&t=3s
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On the existence & nature of evil On the existence & nature of hell

Rethinkinghell.com Love wins? How to answer? (here)

 I refuse to trust a being who damns people to suffer 
in hell for eternity simply because they haven’t heard 
the ‘good news’ or won’t do what the bully demands

For next week
PRE-READING + FORUM

-question—something you don’t 
get, or want to clarify

-challenge—something you 
disagree with, or want to nuance

-implication—“so what” for your 
apologetic approach

-application—something useful 
right now in your context

FORUM 5: Respond to one of the following: 

Respond to one of the following statements: 
(a) “All your religious ‘truth’ claims are simply a ploy to control 
my life; why submit to Jesus when I’m free right now?”; or 

(b) “Look how bad the world is; either God doesn’t exist, or isn’t 
worth trusting”; or 

(c) “I refuse to trust a being who damns people to suffer in hell 
for eternity simply because they haven’t heard the ‘good news’ 
or won’t do what the bully demands”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQlDOP49J7Y

